1). True or False? This room is located in a cabin.

2). True or False? This room will eventually be a new bathroom.

3). True or False? Among the construction workers in this photo, one of them is a surgeon.

4). What is the signature breakfast of Wednesday mornings at Camp?

5). What was the name of the band that played at the campfire last year?

***SEE ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONS ON REVERSE SIDE***
**REMEMBER WHEN??**

Remember when campers beat the staff in basketball during every week of camp?

Remember when our head counselor was ordained a deacon?

Remember the first time you saw “Gabriel” the Drone flying in the sky?

Remember when Camp was taken over by campers and everybody had fun?

Remember getting your picture taken at the photobooth with your friends during the pool party?

Remember the slideshow viewing? (Fun fact: Did you know all the CN slideshows are on the Camp Nazareth Youtube Page? You can access it through the Camp website.)

**FIND THE BEE IN THE PICTURE**